In this study, we make a scheme to explore the importance of modification relation for the emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition. We extract three modification features which are degree words, negative words and conjunctions from the Chinese emotion corpus named Ren-CECps. Beside word and part-ofspeech, three modification relations are adopted as feature in this study. We have carried out eight experiments with different feature sets for emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition in sentence level. Eight basic emotion types have been selected and Conditional Random Fields have been employed as the algorithm. In the part of evaluation, we demonstrate the importance of the modification features and our experiment results show the effectiveness of the modification features for improving the performance of emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition.
Introduction
Affective information processing becomwii more and more important, recent emotion analysis mainly concentrates on the identification of people's inner sentiments. In general, emotion analysis can be divided into coarse classification and fine-grained classification. In the former study, researchers classify emotion into two classes including positive and negative or into three classes, in which neutral is added as a new class. While in the latter study, many significant emotion types are chosen for the emotion analysis, such as Expect, Joy, Love, Surprise, Anxiety, Sorrow, Anger and Hate.
Many researches have been worked on emotion classification using emotion lexicon based machine learning methods in textual analysis [1, 2] . However the emotions of words in lexicon are static while in realworld they could be flexible, so experiments based on emotion lexicon may suffer from insufficient or misleading emotion features. And the recent work [3] shows that more precise word emotions improve emotion analysis of sentences.
In this paper we are focusing on emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition in sentence level. Since both emotional words and emotional phrases are the basic elements of the document, we regard them as emotional keywords in this study. The word emotions are not able to be recognized exactly by only utilizing the emotion lexicon, so we decide to explore the modification relations between words and the modifiers with respect to the sentences which involve the degree words, negative words and conjunctions, that would be helpful in acquiring more contextual information.
Except No emotion, there are totally eight emotion categories in our scheme, namely, Expect, Joy, Love, Surprise, Anxiety, Sorrow, Anger and Hate. We use Ren-CECps 1 Ren-CECps is a Chinese emotion corpus composed of 1,487 webblog articles, with 11,255 paragraphs, 35,096 sentences, and 878,164 Chinese words. Those articles are manually annotated with detailed linguistic expressions and emotion tags. [4] as our data source which is manually annotated with both emotion categories and emotion intensities to different level of texts including words, sentences, phrases and documents. Degree words, negative words and conjunctions are also given the corresponding tags respectively as well.
Emotional word analysis in sentence is always accompanied with contextual emotion analysis. Traditional machine learning methods based on lexicon features in emotion classification and emotion tagging suffer low precisions for text components (words and sentences) in complicated language situations [5] . The example is shown as follows:
Sentence:" " " (When manager saw Lee reading newspaper at work, he said:"you really enjoy yourself.)"
In the example above, the word "enjoy" which is modified by the degree word "really", indicates a negative emotion of "critical", while this word conveys only a positive emotion of "take pleasure in something" in the lexicon. Inaccuracy could be caused misleading due to this emotion information from emotion lexicons. Because the emotions of words in emotion lexicon are static, when emotion analysis, which is conducted merely based on emotion lexicon in a complex context, would cause ambiguity of word emotions. However, our research explore the modifications relations between words and conjunctions, words and negative words, words and degree words respectively, would be helpful for conquering this problem.
We carry out eight experiments by using different features sets to explore the effectiveness of modification relations for emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition. In order to take contextual information into account, we regard Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [6] as the appropriate algorithm for capturing the relevance between words and their corresponding modifiers in the same sentence.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work. Section 3 introduces the data source. Experiment is demonstrated in detail in Section 4. Finally Section 5 concludes this paper and gives the future work.
Related works
Affective information processing becomes more and more important [21] , especially emotion analysis got a lot of attentions from researchers. Many researches of emotion analysis have been focusing on sentiment polarities classification or some specific fine-grained emotions on three aspects: reviews [7, 8] , feedbacks [9] and blogs [10, 11] .
Most sentiment classification experiments were carried out by using Support Vector Machine (SVM) [12] , Naive Bayes [18] , Decision Trees [19] , Maximum Entropy [20] and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [14] . The sentiment classification experiment implemented by [15] proved that CRFs classifiers outperform SVM classifiers.
[16] made an experiment, by using CRFs to tag emotions from words to sentences of Bengali. In his study, emotion tags are pre-assigned based on a Bengali SentiWordNet translated from English SentiWordNet. However, since the tagging procedure was based on an immovable word list, their result is bound to suffer from the curse of emotion lexicon with either high coverage/low precision or low coverage/high precision [5] . Contextual information was not considered in their work either.
To solve this problem, we explore Ren-CECps, a well developed Chinese emotion corpus with emotional words as well as modification components tagged out considering the contexts by human for emotional keywords annotation emotion types recognition.
We extract three modification relations as feature sets for acquiring more contextual information, and employ Conditional Random Fields as our algorithm for capturing the relevance between words and their modifiers.
Emotion elements
In our experiments, we make use of basic feature sets and modification feature sets for emotional keywords annotation and corresponding emotion types recognition. We view emotional keywords, which is composed of emotional words and emotional phrases, and part-of-speech tags as basic feature sets. Degree words, negative words and conjunctions constitute the modification feature sets. We introduce these emotion elements in detail as follows:
Emotional Words
Some words can always express the emotions directly. However, besides words directly referring to emotional states, several words indicate emotions indirectly depending on the context [17] . For examples:
Sentence 1: " (I hope Yan could be such a person when she grows up.)" Sentence 2: " (If winter comes, can spring be far behind?)", In the sentence 2, the word "spring" doesn't convey any emotion in usual, but in this context, it indicates the emotion of expectation.
Many emotional words are annotated with multiple emotions in the corpus. We choose the emotional type, corresponding the highest emotion intensity, as the chief emotion of the word. The numbers of emotional words in each category are shown in Table 1 . 
Emotional phrases
Emotional phrases are composition of words so as to convey accurate emotions. We take the proverb as the example, generally, the proverb conveys the special emotional state. E phrase 1: " (thank goodness)" This phrase represents the emotion of "grateful(joy)", while each single word could not express this emotion. E phrase 2: " (good and evil)" This phrase includes two words, each word convey opposite sentiment. The phrase can emphasize one of sentiment when this phrase is used in the context.
In the Ren-CECps, many emotional phrases are given multiple emotion tags, so we use the same method as emotional words to determine the chief emotion of emotional phrases. The numbers of emotional phrases in each category are shown in Table 1 .
POS (part-of-speech) tags
We are interested in the POS tags of all words, because words of some POS tags such as adjective and verb are more likely to convey sentiments [13] , such as the adjective "pretty" may express emotion of love, and the verb "dislike" can express the feeling of hate.
Besides POS tags of adjective and verb, there are totally 41 kinds of POS tags in our data source.
Degree words
Degree words are always used for changing the intensity of emotion. They almost appear in the sentence which contains emotion in chinese textual, such as " (very)", " (almost)" and " (a little)". There are two examples shown as follows: D word 1: ( ) (very) happy D word 2: ( ) (a little) regret In the first example, the word " (happy)" is modified by the degree word " (very)", which always increases the emotion intensity of the emotion words or emotional phrases. In the second example, the word " (regret)" is modified by the degree word " (a little)", which always decreases the emotion intensity of the emotional words or emotional phrases.
There are 1,039 different degree words annotated in Ren-CECps. The occurrences of degree words count 16,713 times, among which, 8,294 degree words have modified emotional words or emotional phrases.
Negative words
In Chinese articles, negative words, such as " (no)", " (cannot)" and " (donot)", appear with highfrequency. With negative words in sentences, meaning can be reversed while emotion types may be changed or not. The examples are shown as follows:
Sentence 1: " (He hopes for snow.)" Sentence 2: " (He doesn't hope for snow.)"
In comparison between two sentences above, we find that using negative word, only the meaning of sentence is changed. There are 645 different negative words annotated in Ren-CECps.
The negative words count for totally 13,750 times, among which, 3,668 negative words have modified emotional words or emotional phrases.
Conjunctions
People like using conjunctions in the complex sentences. On the one hand, conjunctions join simple sub-sentences into a long sentence. On the other hand, the occurrence of conjunctions may signify the change of emotion intensity. The examples are shown as follows:
Sentence 1: " (For promotion, he ignored the family and betrayed friends.)" Sentence 2: " (For promotion, he not only ignored the family, but also betrayed friends.)" Obviously, sentence 2 using conjunctions (not only ... but also) expresses stronger critical sentiment compared to sentence 1.
There are 297 different conjunctions annotated in Ren-CECps. The total of conjunctions occur 12,900 times.
Feature sets
There are five feature sets in our experiment for emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition. Besides words and part-of-speech tags, we extract three modification features, namely, degree words, negative words and conjunctions.
As depicted in equation 3.1 to 3.5, we adopt n-gram models where n could be 1, 2 or 3 for words (F w ), corresponding POS tags (F pos ), and degree words modification (F dm ), negative words modification (F nm ) and conjunctions modification (F cm ).
F pos ={Uni − gram(POS)} ∪ {Bi − gram(POS)}

∪ {Tri − gram(POS)} (3.2)
where "D-mod", "N-mod", "C-mod" mean the modification relations between words and degree words, words and negative words, words and conjunctions respectively. In other words, D-mod means that the word(s) is(are) modified by the degree word, N-mod means that the word(s) is(are) modified by the negative word, and C-mod means that the word(s) is(are) modified by the conjunction. In this study, we aim to annotate the emotional keywords and recognize the emotion types of the keywords. That is to say, our goal is to recognize the emotion state of each word, mark the keywords with corresponding emotion tags, while mark other words with No Emo.
To illustrate these feature sets more specifically, we give a simple example as shown in Figure . 1 for the short sub-sentence " (Though he is not very happy)". Y 1, . . . , Y 5 denote the emotion states of the words in the sentence. There are five observation feature under each emotion state, which are word itself, part-of-speech, degree word modification, negative word modification and conjunction modification. The modification relations between words and these modifiers are represented by the dotted arrows. In this sentence, we have a conjunction " (though)", a negative word " (isnot)" as well as a degree word " (very)". The words { (he), (isnot), (very), (happy)} are modified by the conjunction { (though)}. The words { (very), (happy)} are modified by the negative word { (isnot)}. The word { (happy)} is modified by the degree word { (very)}.
Here, we enumerate tri-gram model of the above five feature sets for the state node Y 4 in Figure1 as shown in Table 2 .
Experiment
In this study, we conduct eight experiments with different feature sets to explore whether modification features can improve the performance of emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition. As contextual information is under consideration, we think that the conditional random field would be the appropriate algorithm for capturing the relation between the words and their corresponding modifiers.
We focus on the effectiveness of these three modification features in the sentence level. We directly extract them and add them to the homologous feature set.
There are 35,096 sentences in the Ren-CECps corpus. But we find that there exist some sentences composed of punctuation or only an auxiliary word for pronunciation such as " (a)" and " (ba)", and these sentences could not contain any emotion keywords, thus we remove them from the datasource.
After we filtered out sentences which are composed by few words or punctuations, there are 31,070 sentences left for the experiment of emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition. We randomly select 24,856 sentences for training, and 6,214 sentences for testing. (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) define the conditional random fields, which is the probability of label sequence y given corresponding observation sequence x. The conditional distribution p(Y |X) takes the form
Experiment method
where Z(X) is a normalizing factor; λ k is a available parameter through training data; f k (y i , y i−1 , X i ) is a set of feature functions, in which X i is the observation at position i and y are the labels at position i and i − 1 in label sequence.
Feature selection
We carried out eight experiments with different feature sets, which are listed in Table 3 .
Because Ex 1 only used two features, which are words and part-of-speech, we regard the result of Ex 1 as the baseline. 
Evaluation
In evaluation part, precision, recall and F-score of emotional keywords for each emotion type are calculated using formula from 4.1 to 4.3. 
Results and discussion
In the Figure 2 , we can observe the average precision and recall of eight experiments adopted different feature sets. Ex 3 gets the best score in precision, while Ex 6 gets the worst one. In the recall, Ex 8 obtains the top value, while Ex 2 obtains the bottom value.
As shown in Figure. 3, eight experiments get the different F-scores, among which Ex 8, Ex 7 and Ex 5 When experiments just adopted one modification feature, such as Ex 2 and Ex 3, they get so bad results, even worse than the result of Ex 1 which can be seen as the baseline. Because with the degree words or conjunction in sentence, the emotion of keywords would arise variation in general, sometimes the polarity of keywords would transform into the inverse emotion state. So we can conclude that if we add conjunction or degree word into the basic feature sets (words and part-of-speech tags) directly, the result would go to worse. In other words, feature sets of {words, part-ofspeech tags, conjunction} and {words, part-of-speech tags, degree words} are bad feature sets. Nevertheless, Ex 4 gets relatively medium F-score value,in which modification feature negative words have been added into the basic feature sets, meanwhile result of the Ex 4 is better than the baseline. In some way, it is proved that we can make use of negative words without any treatment as feature for improving the performance of emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition.
When we add two modification features into the basic feature sets, degree words and negative words would be the best choice as shown in the Figure 3 . The result of Ex 7 is better than the result of Ex 5 and Ex 6. For the further discussion, more detailed results of the eight emotion types in Ex 1 and Ex 8 are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively. The distinction between Hate and Anger turns to be much difficult to make. For one reason, a great part of emotional words and phrases convey two or more passive emotions at the same time, which makes it impossible even for human to annotate. Take the following sentence as an example, Sentence : " ( I can't stand him cheating on me. ) "
One corpus annotator labeled the word " (cheating)" with emotion of Anger, while others labeled with Hate or both of them. For the emotion of Surprise, we believe that the lack of training data leads to the low recall rate directly.
As shown in Table 1 , the number of keywords conveying the Surprise emotion turns to be the minimum. Compared with the top three emotions with highest Fscores, the number of words with Surprise annotated counts only 7.97% of the words with Love annotated, and 18.79% of Sorrow annotated, and 12.09% of Anxiety.
Conclusion
In this study, we have carried out eight experiments with different feature sets on emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition. We capture the relevance between emotion keywords and modification feature, using Conditional Random fields, in order to explore the effectiveness of the modification relations. The experiment results reveal Ex 8 outperforms other experiments, which proves that modification features are effective for improving the performance of emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition. Meanwhile, we conclude that when we only adopt one modification feature without any pre-process for the experiment, the negative words would be the best choice, while adopting conjunctions or degree words would cause the bad result. And if we adopt two modification feature sets, employing degree words and negative words as features can optimize the result. For our future work, we will look for better methods for distinguishing the similar emotions such as "Hate" and "Anger". And we also think about how to treat the conjunctions for optimizing the performance of emotional keywords annotation and emotion types recognition.
